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INTRODUCTION 
IT was shown in [3] that for a l-connected space X, R, + 1 (X) @Q, the reduced Waldhausen 
algebraic K-theory of X, and He, (X; Q), the reduced cyclic homology of the Q-differential 
graded algebra C, (fix; Q) of singular chains of the Moore loop space RX, are isomorphic. 
In this paper we show that HC,(X;R) is isomorphic to H,(ES’ x ,lXS’;R), the 
equivariant homology of the free loop space and we use this result to calculate the cyclic 
homology, hence K,(X) @ Q, for a large class of l-connected spaces. From this point of view 
Theorems A and B and Propositions C and D are the main results of this paper. 
The proof of Theorem A requires some considerations about cyclic sets and spaces 
introduced in [6]. A few simple but fundamental results about these objects are collected in 
section 1, see for instance Proposition 1.4 (iv), Remark 1.6, Theorems 1.8 and 1.10; they are, 
we believe, of independent interest. 
We give below the precise statements of Theorems A, B and Propositions C, D. 
THEOREM A. If X is a basepointed space and R a commutative ring with unit then there 
exists natural isomorphisms HH,(X; R) = HH,(C,(RX; R)) 2 H,(XS’; R) and 
HC,(X; R) 3 H,(ES’ x s, Xs’; R). By the second isomorphism the Gysin homomorphism 
H&ES’ x ,IXs’; R)-+ H,_.I(ES’ x slXs’; R) identifies to the Connes homomorphism 
S:HC,(X;R)-+HC,_,(X;R). 
Theorem A was also proven by Goodwillie [l I] and announced by W. Dwyer and J. 
Jones. 
Since HC,(*; R) = H,(BS’; R) is the commutative graded coalgebra R[u] gene- 
rated by the element u of degree 2, with comultiplication A(u) = u @ 1 + 1 @u, 
HC,(X; R) = H,(ES’ x s,Xs’; R) has a R[u]-comodule structure which by Theorem A is the 
same as the one induced by Connes’ homomorphism S. 
Definition. A R [u]-comodule P, is called quasifree if it can be written as a direct sum of 
two R[u]-comodules V, @ R R[u] + W,, V* and W, graded R-modules. W, equipped 
with the trivial R[u] comodule structure and V, OR R[u] with the free R[u] comodule 
structures given by R[u]. We will write ZP,, the “suspension” of P,, for the graded module 
whose zero component is zero and n-th component P,_ 1. 
THEOREM B. (a) Zf X and Y are two connected basepointed spaces and k is a field of 
characteristic zero, then there exists a natural Kiinneth short exact sequence: 
0 + HC, (X; k) 0 HC, (Y; k) + HC, (X x Y; k) + C Cotor,C,l (HC, (X; k), HC, (Y; k)) c 0 
k[ul 
where 0 denotes the cotensor product 
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(b) 11 moreover HC, (Y; k) is quasi& and HC, (Y; k) = V, & k[u] + W, then 
HC,(XxY;k)= HC,(X;k)@,V*+HH,(X;k)@,W*. 
PROPOSITION C. (a) If X is a suspension and k afield of characteristic zero then HC, (X; k) 
is quasifree and HC,(X;k) = k[u] + W,. 
(b) Moreover if P, _ 1 = fi,(X;k) then W, = T(P*)/[T(P,),T(P,)] with T(P,)denor- 
ing the tensor algebra generated by the graded k-vector space P,, Ii= (P,) its augmentation ideal 
and [ T( P,), T( P*)] the subspace generated by the graded commutators. 
(c) If t, : P, 0. . @ P, + P, 0. . . @ P, is the m-periodic linear map given by 
t,(a& . . . @ai__,) = (- 1)~--~‘~~+-~~‘--~~a,__*~a,~ 0. . . @ai__l 
then HH,(X;k) = @ HHp.,(X; k) with 
p+q=n 
I 
@ Inv,_P, @ . . . @ P, for r = 0 
m20 
HH,,*(X;k) = 
@ Inv,_P,@...@P, for r=l 
mZ1 
0 for r > 1 
Proposition C is basically due to Loday-Quillen [14] $5; they have verified it in the 
nongraded case. The graded case follows the same arguments; (b) is also implicit in the work 
of Hsiang Staffeldt [12]. The present formulation permits an immediate verification of the 
main results of [12] by using the ideas of cyclic homology and therefore a much shorter 
overall proof of these results. 
PROPOSITION D. If k is a field of characteristic zero then (a) HH,( K(Z, n); k) = 
H,(K(Z, n);k)OH.(K(Z, n- 1); k) 
(b) HC, (K( Z, n); k) is quasvree, HC, (K (Z, n); k) = k[u] @ W; with 
w2p=n _ 
I 
k if r=2ps+(2p-1) fors20 
I - 
0 otherwise 
wZp+l =n _ 
k if r = 2ps 
- , 
I 0 otherwise 
Proposition D (b) is implicit (for n even) in [l] and (for n odd) in [S]. Combined with 
Theorem B it provides an immediate verification of the result of [13]. 
Together Theorems A, B and Propositions C, D extend considerably the class of spaces for 
which K,(X)@Q can be explicitly computed. In [S] the results of this paper are used to 
provide an effective model for calculating K,(X) @Q for an arbitrary l-connected space in 
terms of a Sullivan minimal model of X. 
The paper is organized as follows: In section I basic results about cyclic spaces are 
collected in order to prove Theorem A whose proof is finished in section II. Sections III, IV 
resp. V, contain the proofs of Theorem B, Proposition C resp. Proposition D. 
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Definition 1.1. (a) A cyclic space (X,, t,) consists of a simplicial space XL together with 
continuous maps t,: X, -+ X, which satisfy the following relation with respect to the faces 
t To avoid the usual cotibration problems associated to simplicial spaces, we will assume that each X. is an ANR. 
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and degeneracies of X, 
(i) di t, = t n-l 4 ‘-1, Sir. = tn+lS‘-l for 1 I i I n and 
(ii) r:-’ = id, with rl, the r-fold composition of f. 
The maps t, will be referred to as the cyclic structure on X,. As usual we will think of a 
cyclic set as a cyclic space with each X, discrete. 
(b) A morphism of cydic spaces (or a cyclic map) f, : (X,, t*) -+ (Y,, r;) is a simplicial 
mapf, :X, -Y, such that tif, =f,t.. 
Remark 1.2. From (i)-(iii) one can deduce 




for 0 I r I n 
sit: = 1 C+ 1 Si-r ifrli<n rr+ 1 n+l sm-r+i+l ifO<ilr--1 
Definition 1.3. Let X, be a simplicial space. The free cyclic space on X, is the cyclic space 
(S: 2 X,, rt) defined by: 
(SA 2 X,), = Z./n + 1 x X, 




Si(T;, x) = 
i 
(7:+1, Si-rX) ifrsiln 
(TLI:aS.-r+i+l x) ifOlilr-1 
f,(Ti, x) = (sl,+ l, x). 
Here 0 I r 5 n and T” denotes the generator of H/n + 1. We denote by i, :X, + S: 2 X, the 
simplicial map given by i,(x) = (T,“, x). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (i) Given a cyclic space (Y,, t;) together with a simplicial mupf, : X, 
+ Y, there is a unique cyclic map f, : (St x’ X,, t*) + (Y,, t;) so that 7,. i, = f, 
(ii) S: 2 * is S: = Ai/0 _ 1, the standard simpliciul circle 
(iii) For any simpliciul space X, the map of geometric reulizutions h: 1 St 2 X, ( + 
ISi x X, I 2 S’ x IX, I given by h[(s’,, x), (u,, ut, . , u.)] = [(7,‘, x), 7:(u0 . . . u,)] 
is a homeomorphism. Here 7” acts on burycentric coordinates by 7” (u,, ul, . . . ( u,) = 
(u,, u 2, . . 9 u., K3) 
(iv) If (X,, t*) is a cyclic space, the evaluation map ev, :S: 2 X, -+ X, given by 
ev,(r;, x) = tzx induces u circle action S’ x 1 X, 1 + I X, I. 
Proof Sketch. For (i) one observes 1 (T;, x) = t;f.(x) is the only map which fits the bill. 
For (ii) one notes that 7e E (S: - x *),, and 7r E (S: 5? *)r are the only nondegenerate simplices. 
For (iii) one only has to check that h is well defined; for one can write an evident formula for 
h- ‘. The last point involves some more tedious checking; a detailed proof in a more general 
context will appear in [lo]. 
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Remark 1.5. The fundamental example to keep in mind is the cyclic set Sk = .S: 9 *. The 
simplicial structure of S: 2 S: corresponds to the following triangulation of the torus 
as opposed to 
which corresponds to Sk x S:, the standard simplicial product. The multiplication map 
S’~S’=l~/~dS~givenby 
(s, t)= ;I:_1 ;; ;;:;; 
i 
is simplicial with respect to the first triangulation (corresponding to ev, : S: 5? S: -+ Sk) but 
is not simplicial with respect to the second triangulation. 
Remark 1.6. The standard adjunction between simplicial sets and topological spaces 
extends to an adjunction between cyclic sets and S’-spaces. 
For given an S l-space X, the total singular complex Sing,(X) can be given the structure 
of a cyclic set. Given u E Sing,(X) we define t,g by 
tnb(uO, ul, . . , u,) = ezniuw(u,, u2, . . , u,, uo) 
Conversely given n a cyclic set (X,, I,), I X, I is an S’-space according to Proposition 1.4(iv). 
Moreover the natural equivalence I Sing,(X) I -+ X is a map of S’-spaces and the natural 
equivalence X, + Sing, (I X, I) is a cyclic map. 
Following Connes we now introduce the category A. This can be described as the category 
with objects (m), m LO with Hom,((m), (n)) consisting of homotopy classes of 
increasing continuous maps 4 of degree 1 from S’ to S’ sending the (m + 1)-st roots of unity 
into the (n + 1)-st roots of unity. The simplicial category A can be viewed in an evident way as 
a subcategory of A. The automorphism group of (n) in A can naturally be identified with 
Z/n + 1, with the generator corresponding to rotation through the angle 27r/(n + 1). It was 
noticed in [6] that any morphism (m ) + (n ) in A can be uniquely written as z. T’, with 
z: (m ) + ( n ) in A and r’, E H/m + 1 the automorphism group of (m ). 
A cyclic space (X,, t+) can be regarded as a functor A”P -+ Top; its underlying simplicial 
space X, is given by restriction to A”P. 
Definition 1.7. Let 9 be a small category and C: .Y ---) Top a functor into topological 
spaces. Then the homotopy colimit hocolim C is the classifying space of the topological 
category %’ whose space of objects is LIitObtr) C i with morphisms from x EC(~) to ( ), 
x’ E C(i’) consisting of all morphisms a: i + i’ in Y such that C(a) (x) = x’. The morphisms 
in V are topologized by identification with LIi,i’EOb(FJ C(i) x Horn (i, i’). If X, is a simplicial 
space we define llX*ll = hocolim AOP X,. If (X,, t*) is a cyclic space we define 
II X,, t, II = hocolim AOpX,. 
Note that if * : F + Top is the constant functor at a point then hocolim * = BY. In 
particular II *, t, 11 = BA. If (X,, t*) is a cyclic space, then the inclusion A”P c A’pinduces an 
inclusion llX*)I --* IIX,, t,I(. The constant map (X,, t*) + (*, r,) induces a map II X,, r* II 
+ BA. We can now state one of the two main results of this section. 
THEOREM 1.8. (i) For any cyclic space (X,, t*) the sequence 
(*I II X, II + II X,, t, II + BA 
is afibration up to homotopy. 
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(ii) The sequence (*) is equivalent as a jibration to 
(**I IX*I+ES’x slIx*I-+BS’. 
We will return to the proof momentarily. First we introduce the basic example of cyclic 
space of concern to us in this section. 
Example 1.9. Let M be a topological monoid. Define a cyclic space (T,( M ), c,) as 
follows: 
l-“&f = ‘M”+’ 
di(%, ml,. . I m,) = (Q,. . , mi-l, mimi+l, mit2,. , m,) ifO<iln-1 
Umo, ml,. ,m,) = hm,, ml,. . . , m,-,I 
Si(mo, m,, . . . , m,) = (m,, ml, . . . , mi- 1, 1, mi, . . , m,) 
t,(m0, ml,. . . , 4) = (4, mo, . . . , mm-,) 
We can now state the second main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 1.10. If M is a grouplike topological monoid (i.e. x,.M is a group), then 
the sequence I( T,( M) (( -+ (( r,(M), t, (1 + BA is equivalent as a fibration to (BM)s’ + 
ES’ x s, (BM)” + BS’. 
Before we begin the proof of Theorems 1.8 and 1.10, we recall from [4] 
PROPOSITION 1.11 [4]. If X, is a simplicial space, II X, II is naturally equivalent to I X, I. 
We also give a different proof of the following result of Connes [6]. 
PROPOSITION 1.12. BA g BS’ 
Proof. Consider the inclusion functor i : A -+ A and apply Quillen’s Theorem B [ 161. For 
any object (m ) of A consider the category (m ) \\ i. This has as objects all arrows of the form 
(m ) +- (n ) in A and as morphisms all commutative diagrams of the form 
in A with i. required to be in A. Comparing this with Definition 1.7 we see that B( (m ) \i i) 
= /IHom,(-, (m>)ll = IIS: 2 A; II. By Proposition 1.11 and 1.4 we then have a natural 
equivalence B((m) \\ i) = ) Si 2 AT I = S’ x A” = St. By naturality any morphism 7: 
(m ) -+ (m’ ) in A must therefore induce an equivalence B( ( m ) \\ i) + B (( m’ ) \\ i); since 
any morphism in A is a composite ofa morphism in A and an isomorphism, the same must be 
true for any morphism (m ) -+ (m’ ) in A. Q UI ‘11 en’s Theorem B allows us to conclude we 
have a quasi-fibration S1 -+ BA -+ BA. But A has terminal object (0) so BA 5 *. Hence BA 
= BS’. We now turn to proofs of discrete versions of Theorems 1.8 and 1.10. 
PROPOSITION 1.13. For any cyclic set (X,, t*) there is a natural quaszjibrarion 
II X, II -+ II X,, t, II --+ BA. 
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Proofi Let J, X, denote the categories of Definition 1.7 such that BZ, = (IX, 11, BZ 
= I/X,, t, 11. Let i.,: X, -+ 2” denote the inclusion functor. We then consider for each 
.Y E Ob( 3) = Fl, X, the category .x//ix. The objects of this category are pairs (y,f) where y is 
anobjectinL3?andf:(n)d(m)’ IS a morphism in A such that f* (x) = y, assuming that 
x~X,,y~X,.Amorphism(y,f)-+(y’,f’)isamorphism~: (n’)+(n)inAsuchthat 
i*(y) = y’ (assuming y E X,, y’ E X,.) and such that the following diagram commutes in A. 
But we see thatfdetermines the pair (y, f), so in fact x//ix 2 ((m)\\i)“P of the preceding 
proof. Again by Quillen’s Theorem B we obtain a natural quasifibration S: + /I X, 11 --* 
11 X,, t, II. Comparing this with the case of the trivial cyclic set, we get a map of quasi- 
fibrations 
s l + II x, II + II x*7 t* II 
II i J 
S1+ll*ll= * - II *, t, II = BA 
We conclude that II X, 11 + 1) X,, f* II + BA is a quasifibration. 
Proposition 1.11 and 1.13 imply 
COROLLARY~.~~. Letf,:(X,,t,)~(Y,,t,)beacyclicmapsuchthatIf,I:IX,I-IY,Iis 
an equivalence. Then IIf, 11: II X,, t, II ---* I/Y,, t, 11 is also an equivalence. 
PROPOSITION 1.15. (i) For any simplicial set X, there is a natural equivalence 
4: II s: 2 x,, t* II -+ I x, I 
(ii) The following diagram commutes 
IIS:~7~:~~*~,t*II~l~:~~*I 
4 
II eL‘* II 
i 
PI 
II s: 2 x,, t* II $lX*l 
where p2 : IS: x X, I 2 S1 x I X, 1 -+ I X, I is the projection map. 
Proof. The proof is basically an elaboration of the proof of Proposition 1.11 given in [4]. 
We first reinterpret II S: 2 X,, t, II as a coend 
IIS: 2 X,, f,II = hocolim ^,,&S: 2 X,) = jc,,,>,,,(Si 2 X,), x B@//(m)) 
= I‘(+* J(n)5b X,x Hom,,((m), (n)) x B(A//(m)) 
= s(+&Xn x jcrnjEA Hom,,((m), (n))xB(Al/(m))= j<n)EAXnxB(Ajl(n)) 




(m$:/vk) ( (u,, . . , Uk) 
(n) ” 1 
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in B(A/,’ (n )), construct the affine map pp : A’ - A” by sending the j-th vertex of A’ to j.j( 1, 
0 , . . , 0) where i.j: 4’ -+ 4” is the affine map obtained by identifying the vertices of A’, resp. 
A”, with the (k + l)-st, resp. the (n + I)-st roots of unity. We define 4. (P) = pp (uo, , uk). 
This is clearly well-defined and cosimplicial. It is also an equivalence since B(A/j (n )) is 
contractible, as is A”. Hence we have an equivalence 4 = j(,,),&id x 4.: /ISi 2 X,, t, II 
= jtn+*Xn x B(Ali(n)) --) jCnjEIXn x A” = IX, I. The commutativity of (ii) is a tedious 
but straightforward exercise. 
PROPOSITION 1.16. Let (X,, t*) be a cyclic set. Then there is a natural equivalence of 
quasifibrarions 
II X, II + II X,, t, II + BA 
I? I? I? 
Proof: We deduce this from the previous result which is essentially equivalent to the 
present result in the case of a free cyclic set. There is a map of simplicial cyclic spaces 
(*) @*(S:. Sk, X*Lr*)-(X,, t*) 
where 
with face maps given by the evaluation maps S: 2 Y, +I’, of a cyclic set and with 
degeneracies given by the inclusion maps Y, + S: zZY, and with (*) given by evaluations. 
Moreover on geometric realization 
I(*)I I~,(s:~s:J*)I~l~*I 
isan equivalence (cf. [Ml). By Corollary 1.14 II B(S:, Sk, X,), t, I( = In -, II B,(S:, S:, X,), 
t,II I=In-rB,(+, S’, IX,l)=B(*. S’, IX,I)=ES’xs~IX,I. (Here B,(*,Sl, IX,/)= 
S’ x . . . x S’ x I X, I is the usual 2-sided bar construction [17]. By naturality we obtain the 
given equivalence of quasifibrations. Proposition 1.13 and 1.16 establish Theorem 1.8 for 
cyclic sets. 
To prove Theorem 1.10 for a discrete group we need a convenient model of the free loop 
space of a simplicial set X, and of its cyclic structure. Definition 1.17 below provides this 
model. 
Dejnirion 1.17. For X, a simplicial set the “cyclic free loop space” (E’,(S:, X,), f,) is 
defined as follows: (F”(.Si, X,) = Map,(S: 2 A:, X,)+ = Map,(Hom,( -, (n)), X,). The 
faces, degeneracies and the cyclic structure are induced by composition. We have the obvious 
adjunction Map*(Y,, F(S: x X,)) 2 Map,@: 2 Y,, X,) which implies 
Remark 1.18. (i) If X, is a Kan complex then so is F,(S:, X,); moreover if [X,, Y,] 
denotes the simplicial homotopy classes of simplicial maps, then the adjunction above 
induces the adjunction [Y,, F,(S:. X,)] z [S: %Y,, X,]. 
(ii) Iff : X, ---) Y, is an equivalence of Kan complexes then so is F* (S:, X,) -+ P, (S:,Y,). 
At this point the reader should recall that the standard simplicial free loop space is 
+ Map,(X,.Y,) denotes the set of simplicial maps from X, to Y, 
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F,(S:.X,)withF,(S:,X,)= Map,(Si x A;, X, ) and with faces and degeneracies given by 
composition. 
PROPOSITION 1.19. (i) 27rhere is a na~urd S ‘-map p: 1 F,(S:, X,) 1 + 1 X, 1 s’ which is 0 
homocopy equivalence whenever X, is Kun. 
(ii) If(X,,t,)isucyclicserrhereisusimpliciulisomorphismi,:~,(S~,X,)~~f,(S~,X,). 
Proof. One constructs p as follows: Given cf,, (u,, . . . , u,)] E IF, (Sk, X,)1 we take 
P(cf*, (4,. . . , 4Jl): S’ ---* IX, 1 to be the composite S’ = Si x {(uO,. . , u.)) E S’ x A.” 
z I Sk x’ Ai I =I X, I. It is tedious but straightforward to verify that p is well defined and 
S ‘-equivariant. To check that p is an equivalence whenever X, is Kan it suffices to verify that 
for any simplicial set Y, the following composite is a bijection: [Y,, F,(S:, X,)] --* 
Sing*k) EY,,Sing,(IF,(S:,X,)I)l~ [Y,, Sing,( I X, 1 s’)]. Using the adjunction from Remark 
1.18 (i) and the standard adjunction between I I and Sing, this statement reduces to the 
statement that [S: 9Y*, Y*]L[lSL CY,, 1 X, I] is a bijection, which is true since X, is 
Kan. 
by 
(ii) i,: F”(S:, X,) = Map,(S: 5? A;, X,) -+ Map*(S’ x A”, X,) = F,(S:, X,) is given 
i,(L) (r:, j.) = f, f* (rir, ;.). This is easily verified to be a simplicial isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 1.20. Let G be a (discrete) group. Then 
(i) There is an isomorphism of cyclic sets (T,(G), t*) z (F,(S:, B,G), tJ 
(ii) There is an equivalence of quusifbrutions between 
II (r,(G) II -+ II (r,(G), f, II -+ BA and 
I? I? It 
( BG)S’ + ES’ x s,(BG)S’ + BS’. 
Proof. We first introduce an intermediate constructions. Let Ad(G) denote the category 
with objects the elements x E G and morphisms given by Horn (x, x’) = {g E G lg- r xg = x’} 
with composition given by multiplication in G. There is an isomorphism between the nerve 
B,Ad(G) and T,(G) given by sending x0 2 x1 2 x2 ~ . . . 2x” E B,G to 
(sh 1&--1l . . . s; lXOI 917 927 . . . 9 S”)Er*(G). 
Next we give a slight reinterpretation of Ad(G). Regard G as a category with one object *. 
Then we can regard objects of Ad( G) as morphisms * .?, * in G, and morphisms of Ad(G) may 







We next observe that F&S:, B, G) = Map&S: x A;, B, G) = equalizer of 
Map,(A: x A:, B,G)g Map,(A:, B,G) where i,: A; + Ai x A;, m = 0, 1 is the inclusion 
A; 2 (ml x A; c Ai x A:. Finally we note that Ai = B,~J where n is the poset 0 < 1 < 2 - 
< . < n regarded as a category. 
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It is shown in [lS] that for any categories V, ka, taking the nerve of a functor gives a 
natural bijection Funct(V, 9) Z Map,(B,V, B,g). We conclude that 
F,,(S:, B,G) 1 equalizer of Funct(1 x n, G)$Funct(n. G). 
1 
But a functor i x c + G is exactly the same thing as a commutative diagram 
9.1. . . .I 9; 
x. 
* + * 
In G. This functor is in the equalizer of i$ and i: precisely if gi = g; for 1 I i I n. But this is 
the case iff the diagram represents an n-simplex in B,Ad(G). This gives an isomorphism of 
simplicial sets F,(S:, B,G) r B,Ad(G). 
We next observe that B, G has the structure of a cyclic set, if we define r,(gi, g2, . . . gn) 
= (92, g3r.. . , 9.9 g.lgn=l . . . g; '). (Homotopically this correspondends to a trivial S’ 
action.) Thus by Proposition 1.19 (ii) we have an isomorphism of simplicial sets F,( St, B,G) 
2 F,(S’, B,G). 
Putting all this together we get a simplicial isomorphism T,(G) z P,(S:, B,G). The 
diligent reader can verify that under this isomorphism the cyclic structure on T,(G) 
corresponds to that on F,(S:, B,G). 
Using this and Proposition 1.16 we obtain a natural equivalence of quasifibrarions 
between II T,(G) II -+ II T,(G), t, II + BA and II P,(S:, B,G) I -+ ES’ x s1 I F,(S:, B,G)I 
-+ BS’. By Proposition 1.19 (i), noting that B,G is Kan, the last quasifibration is equivalent to 
(BG)s’ --+ ES’ x s,(BG)s’ + BS ‘. Proposition 1.20 proves Theorem 1.10 for a discrete group. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8 (the general case). This can be easily deduced from Propositions 1.13 
and 1.16 by the following considerations. If (X,, r+) is a cyclic space then (Sing, (X,), t+) is a 
cyclic object in the category of simplicial sets. One then applies the following well known 
results about bisimplicial sets (cf. [20]): if A,, + B,, + C,, is a sequence of bisimplicial sets 
such that for each n, 1 C,, I is connected and I A,, I + I B,, I + C,, I is a quasifibration, then so 
is\A,, (-,(B,,(-*IC,,I.AlsoifX,,~Y,, is a map of bisimplicial sets such that 1 S,, ( 
+ IY,, I is an equivalence for each n then so is IX,, I + IY,, I. 
Proof of Theorem 1.10 (the general case). One first replaces M by a simplicial group G, 
using the following sequence of equivalences which are also monoid homomorphisms 
I~,I=l~~~,J,~~~g,~~~~l~l~~J,J,~~~g,~~~~I~I~~~g,~~~I~~ 
Here J denotes the James construction and F denotes the (based) free group construction, 
while B(-, -, -) denotes May’s two sided categorical bar construction [17]. We then 
obtain a chain of equivalences 
Ilr,(lG,I)II =n-rr,(G,)I 2: In-+(~G,)S’I = (BIG,I)S’. 
The last equivalence here is obtained by noting that for a simplicial space X, such that each 
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X, is connected, we have an equivalence I X, 1” z I n -+ X .’ /. This may be deduced from the 
fibration theorem for bisimplicial sets quoted above. 
Dejinirion 2.1. A cyclic R-chain complex Ab is a functor from A”P to R-chain complexes; 
it is completely determined by the chain complexes AQ( (n)) and the morphisms 
di = A’(b,: (n- 1) + (n)), si = Aq(ai:(n+ 1) ---t (n)), f, = A’(r,). Following [14] one 
defines the Hochschild homology HH,(A”) resp. the cyclic homology HC,(A’) as the total 
homology of the chain complex of chain complexes E (AS) resp. the chain bicomplex of chain 
complexes E (A’) 
(E(A:) EO > E, A E, A . . .E, -+ . . 









-b i* .* 
El 
1-T I-T ‘- 








t- E, z E, - E, 
Here Et = A’((n)), b:E,-+E,_l, b’:E,+E,_l, T:E,+E,, N:E,-+E, being given by 
b= i (-l)i~,b’=n~l(-l)i~,T=(-l)“r,,N=l+T+ . ..T”. 
i=O i=O 
The acyclicity of (E, i?E, p’ E2 -+!! . . . E, + . . .) provides an exact sequence as 
described in [14], 
. ..-HH.(A)f,HC,(A)_s,HC,_2(A)+HH,_,(A)+... 
with I induced by the inclusion of E in E as the first column and S induced by the canonical 
projection of E on itself which sends the first two columns in zero and the (k + 2)-th columns 
in the k-th one. This sequence will be called the Connes’ sequence of Aq. 
Examples. (1) If 9- = (X,, t*) is a cyclic space we consider (X,, r*)’ = x4 the 
composition (X,, t,): hop + Top with C,(. . . ; R) : Top --+ R-chain complexes, where 
C, (X; R) is the normalized singular chain complex of X with coefficients in R. One denotes 
by HH, ( (X,, f,); R) resp. HC, (( X,, t,); R) the Hochschild homology HH, ( 5Y’) resp. cyclic 
homology HC, ( Sh). 
(2) If d is an R-differential graded algebra (with differential of degree - l), we denote by 
d9 the cyclic R chain complex defined by 
Si = -d’(Oi: (n + 1) --) (~)), 4 = d@(&: (n-1) + (n)), 
Si(Wgo.. . @Wn)=WO@.._ lawi+l..’ 0%) 
1, = ._GP(?,) with 
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ifi <n 
4(woo. . own) = 
WO 0 . . oWiWi+ 10 . . . W, 
(_ l)IW~I~I~~i+...IW.-~O~~~o~~l~~ . . @w._~) if i = n 
t,(w,@wi @ @wn) = (- l)~w~~~~w~~+~~~~w~-~~)w,~wo~w~ . . @ ._ ). In this formulas 
“‘i are supposed to be homogeneous elements in which case 1 Wi 1 = deg wi. HH,(d’) resp. 
HC+(_dP) was called in [3] Hochschild resp. cyclic homology of A and denoted by HH,(d) 
resp. HC, (d). If M is a topological monoid C, (M; R) is an R-differential graded algebra as 
above. HH,(C,(RX; R)) resp. HC,(C,(RX; R)) was also denoted in [3] by HH,( X; R) resp. 
HC,(X; R). 
The shuffle maps O,:C,(M;R)@...@C,(M;R)+C,(Mx Mx . . M;R) 
which induce isomorphisms in homology provide a morphism of chain bicomplexes 
0 : E (C, ( M; R)” + E ( ( Tt ( M ), t*)“) and by standard homological algebra arguments we have 
PROPOSITION 2.2. There exists a natural isomorphism between the Connes exact sequences 
ofC*(M; R) and of(r*(M), t*). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For any cyclic space (X *, t*) there exists a natural isomorphism 
HC,((X,, t,); R) + H, (II X,, ct II; R) which identifies Connes’ homomorphism 
S:HC,((X*. t,); R) --t HC,_,((X,, t,); R)with theGysin homomorphism H,( 11 X,, t, 11; R) 
-+ H,-,(I1 X,, t, 11; R) ofthefibrarion II X, 11 + 11 X,, t, 11 4 BS’. 
The identification between S and the Gysin homomorphism implies that 
HC,((X,, f,); R) with its R[u] = HC,((*, t,); R) comodule structure identifies to 
H,(ll X,, t, 11; R) with its R[u] = H,(ll*, t, II; R) = H,(BA; R) comodule structure. The 
arguments below can be refined to provide an identification between the Connes sequence of 
(X,, t*) and the Gysin sequence of the fibration /IX, I/ + 11X,, t, )I + BA. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Following Connes [6] or Karoubi [7], the category of cyclic 
R-modules resp. chain complexes of R-modules identifies to the category of left R[A] 
modules resp. chain complexes of R [A]-modules, where RCA] is the algebra generated by A; 
see [7] pp. 513. 
Let R’ be the constant cyclic R-module associated with the cyclic space (*, tr). Tor :‘*I( R’, 
R”) is a graded coalgebra and Tor z”‘) (R’, T’) a graded Tor i”“( R‘, R’)-comodule. One can 
calculate Tor i““‘( RI, X’) either using (a) the canonical free resolution of the second term 5; 
or (b) the Connes’ projective resolution of R’ (see [6]). If one uses (a), Tor z““( R’, ~2-3 
identifies to H,( II X,, r, 11; R), Tor z”“(R’, R’) to H,( II *, r* 11, R) = and the comodule 
structure to the one given by the projection 11 X,, t, 11 + II*, t, II = BA. This can be seen by 
observing that the chain complex of R-chain complexes which calculates Tor f’*‘( R1, Jl’) is 
the same as the one which calculates the homology of 11 X,, r, 11 defined in [4] (for homotopy 
colimits). If one uses (b), Tor ,“I”’ (R4 5Y’) naturally identifies with HC,( (X,, f,); R) (they are 
both the total homology of the bicomplex (E( 5?@)) and by this identification the comodule 
structure HC, ((X,, t,); R) + HC, ((*, t,); R)O,HC,((X,, t,); RI = HC,((X,, t*); R) 
+HC*-z((X,,t,); R)i . . . is given by x + (x + Sx + S*x . . .) with S from the Connes 
sequence of (X,, f*) 
Proof of Theorem A. Theorem A follows by combining Propositions 2.2, 2.3 and 
Theorem 1.10. 
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Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let k[u] be the graded commutative algebra 
generated by u of degree 2. k[u] is also a co-commutative coalgebra with comultiplication 
A(u) = u @ 1 + 1 @u and counit .s(ui) = 0 if i > 0 and E( 1) = 1. 
A k[u]-comodule is a graded vector space M, equipped with a coaction A,: 
iM, + k[u] @ M, which satisfies the “usual conditions”, see [ iM, M 1. The “usual conditions” 
imply that A,(m) = m + u @S(m) + u2 @ S’(m) + . . where S is a degree - 2 linear map 
of lci,. Conversely, any S : M, -+ M, _ 2 provides a k[u]-comodule structure on M,, hence the 
k[u]-comodule structures on a graded vector space 1M, identify to the k-linear maps of degree 
-2, S:!M* + 1ci*_*. 
Examples. (1) Suppose V, is a graded vector space. Then k[u] @ V, is equipped with a 
canonical k[u]comodule structure given by S(u” @x) = un- ’ @x and S(x) = 0, x E V,. This 
is called the free k[u]-comodule of base V,. A k[u]-comodule M, is free iff S : M, + M, _ z is 
subjective in which case a base is provided by Ker S. 
(2) Suppose I”, is a k-graded vector space and suppose S = 0. The k[u]-module structure 
given by this S is called the trivial structure. 
Definition 3.1. A k[u]-comodule M, is called quasifree if M is the direct sum M; + M’; of 
two k[u]-comodules, with M; free and -44; trivial. 
Given two k[u]-comodules M, and N, one defines the graded vector spaces .Cf, q l,[,, N, 
and Cotor;[,]( ,M,, N,) r 2 1 as in [9]; it is easy to see that Cptor$,,( iv,, N,) = 0 if r 2 2. In 
our case (comodules over k[u]) M, Ci,[,,, N, and Cotor,[,,( M,, N,) = CotoriC,,( M,, N,) 
can be described as follows: Let D: /M, @,N, + C2 (Xf, &N,) be given by D(m On) 
= S,, . (m)@n-m@S,v (n)whereS, * . and S, are the degree (- 2)-linear maps which define 
the k[u]-comodule structures of M, and N,. Then Ker D = M, q ,[,, N, and Coker D 
= IZ.’ Cotor,C,l( M,, N,). 
Given a basepointed space X, HC,(X; k) has a k[u]-comodule structure defined by 
S : HC, (X; k) --* HC, _ 2( X; k). If one considers the fibration XS ’ + ES ’ x ,kX ” + BS I, 
one see that H, (BS ‘; k) is isomorphic to k[u] as a coalgebra and the H, (BS ‘; k) comodule 
structureofH,(ES’ x ,,X , s’.k) is given by the Gysin homomorphism S : H, (ES ’ x ,iX ‘I; k) 
-+ H, _ 2( ES’ x ,,X s’; k). Theorem A claims that the isomorphism of HC, (X; k) with 
H, (ES’ x s1 Xs’ ;k) is a k[u]-comodule isomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem B. (a) is an immediate consequence of the Eilenberg Moore spectral 
sequence applied to the pullback diagram 
(ES’ x ,IX~‘;~)+BS~ 
t f 
ES’X,,(XXY)~‘-+ES’ xs,Ys’ 
and of the identifications provided by Theorem A between HC, (X; k) and H,(ES’ x s, Xs’; k) 
as k[u]-comodules. In order to prove (b) we note that HC,(X; k)akcu,HC.+(x k) 
= HC,(X; W,CulVWO, v,l)+HC,(X; W,C,3 W, = HC,(X; k)Ok V, 
+ HC, (XI Q[,, W, and Cotor,[,,( HC,(X; k), HC,(Y; k)) = CotorkC,,(HC,(X; k), 
4ulO V,) + CotorkcuI( HC,(X; k), W,) = Cotorkc,I( HC, (X; k), W,) because k[u] @ V, is 
free. It suffices therefore to verify that HH,(X; k)@ W, = HC,(X; k)O,[,,W, +I 
Cotor,C,,(HC,(X; k), W,). If we take the Connes’ exact sequence which connects the 
Hochschild homology of X with the cyclic homology of X and tensor (over k) with W, we 
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obtain the long exact sequence 
. -+ z-‘HC*(X; k)@ w* w Z-“S’)rd) C-‘HC,_,(X; k)@ W, -* HH,(X; k)@ u/,4 
HC,(X; k)@ W, TE’HC,(X; k)@ W, + . . , 
Since in this case the homomorphism D = SOid (because W, is equipped with the trivial 
k[u]-comodule structure, we conclude that Ker (S @ id) = HC,( X; kQCu3 W and Coker 
(I- ‘(S @id)) = Z Cotor,C,I( HC, (X; k), W,) which implies the equality we wanted to verify. 
q.e.d. 
We recall from [3] that for a given differential graded chain algebra (A, d) the Hochschild 
homology is the homology of the bigraded chain complex ( T(A)F,,, LdP,4: T(A),, 4 
+ T(A),-,,,,‘d,,,:T(A),,, -+ T(A),,-,) equipped with the algebraic circle action 
&.4:T(A)p,* + T(A),+i.,, the cyclic homology is the homology of the bigraded chain 
complex (a W%,, 8”dp. 49 jd,. 4 ), and the ConnesGysin exact sequence is the homology 
long exact sequence associated with the short exact sequence of bigraded chain complexes 
(*) 0 4 T(A, d) + B T(A, d) + Z; T(A, d) + 0. 
Ifd = 0 the reader can check (using the formulas in [3]) that: both ‘d = 0 and id = 0. the 
bigraded chain complex T(A) is the direct sum of chain complexes T(A),. 4 and the algebraic 
action is a direct sum of albegraic action 8,. 4 in each T(A),, 4. In particular (*) is the direct 
sum of the short exact sequences 
Consequently HH,(A, d = 0) and HC,(A, d = 0) have the bigrading HH,(A, d = 0) 
= @ HH,. ,(A, d = 0), HC,(A, d = 0) = @ HC,. ,(A, d = 0) and the Connes’ exact 
p+q=r p+q=r 
sequence is the sum of the exact sequences 
. . . + HH,.,(A, d = 0) --* HC,.,(A, d = 0) + HC,-2.q(A, d = 0) --, HH,_,,,(A, d = 0) --*. 
Now suppose that A = T(P,); the arguments of [14] $5 imply (with the same proof) 
LEMMA 4.1. HH,,,(A, d = 0) = @ Coinv,_@“, 
m>O 
HH,,,(A, d = 0) = @ Invl(PFm), HH,,,(A, d = 0) = 0. 
m>l 
Plugging them into the Connes’ exact sequence one obtains as in [14] $5 
LEMMA~.~. (1) HC,.*(A, d = 0) = T(P,)/[ T(P,), T(P,)] 
(2) HC,. *(A, d = 0) = 0 for n > 0 which implies 
S : HC, (A, d = 0) -+ HC, _ 2 (A, d = 0) is always zero. 
If X is a suspension of a connected basepointed space then C, (RX; Q) is homotopy 
equivalent to ( T(B, + 1 (X)), d = 0). Lemmas 4.1,4.2, and Theorem 1 of [3 3 corn bined imply 
Proposition C. 
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Observation. Theorem B and Proposition C permit one to calculate the cyclic homology 
for any finite product of suspensions and in particular for products of spheres. 
ProofofProposition 2. (a) is immediate. In order to verify (b) it suffices to prove the dual 
statement namely H *(ES ’ x xl X s’; k) as a II* (BS I; k) = k[u]-module (ii[u] is regarded as a 
commutative graded algebra on one generator in degree 2) is of the form !Y[u] + W$‘) 
with Gysin homomorphism S: H *(ES’ x ,1X”; k) -+ H*‘*(ES1 x ,IX s’; k) given by 
S(uP+w) = up+’ . Clearly it suffices to verify this for k = Q and in this case it is convenient to 
look at the Sullivan minimal model description of the fibration X s1 + ES’ x ,)_Y s’ -+ BS’ 
where X = K (Z, n). 
The minimal model M (ES’ x ,,X s’) is the graded commutative free algebra (Q[x, 2, 
u], d), deg x = n, deg X = II - 1, deg u = 2. We know du = 0 and because the minimal model 
of X sL is (Q[x, X], 6) with 6x = 0,6X = 0 we also know that d? = 0 and dx = i.,fu. We want 
to show that one can choose i., = 1. Notice that the fibration (QX)” -+ R(ES’ x slXs’) 
+ BS’ is obtained from the fibration with crosssection X St -+ ES’ x s~Xsl 4 BS’ by 
fibrewise application of the loop space functor, hence A, # 0 + I, f 0. But E., # 0, otherwise 
the connected component of ES’ x sI(S1)s’ which fibers over BS’ with fibre (S’)s’(l) 
= {f: S’ -+ S’ ( degf = 1) will not be contractible. Since L, # 0 by a change of generators 
one can suppose i., = 1. The Gysin homomorphism is induced by multiplication with u in 
Q[x, .U, u]. The result follows because if n even resp. n odd, the graded space of cocycles is 
generated by the monomials ur, x”Xu’ resp. 3’~~ with n 2 0, r 2 0 and the graded space of 
coboundaries by the monomials x”Xur with r 2 1 resp. .Yu’ with n 2 1, r 2 1. q.e.d. 
Observation. Theorem B, and Propositions C and D permit the calculation of cyclic 
homology of products of Eilenberg-MacLane’s and finite products of suspensions. 
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